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The object of the present exercise is to develop
a model, based on the Input-Ju:,,ut (IO) approach which can
be used for forecasting purposes.    The model in type will
; .    !
be decisional, as distinct from the "onlooker" or purely
prophetic.    Decision models are entirely hypo;,,,,,t_ca
though naturally the hypotheses must be reasonable and aG
restricted as possible.    The model is designed to show,
in fairly considerable industria.l detail,the economic
.~ ,i ~ ,: ,. " ’ "" ’~ [ ’ "’.
pattern in some future year of reference on the assumption
¯ ..-.       ~..     ... ,:.-;                  ..’.~,,.:.. ’},~         . . .... .~           ~ :
of different rates of increase in GNP.    However detailedj
’!~."              :             ,;!."    - :      .: i:J’, :    :i~ ’ ’~.~ ...... ,’, ~       :      " -.    . :."
the pattern must be consistent in all its parts.
:IV; " : .....¯ ~ ,’ ’ "’t’:               I ’~ ,.~.t’. , :..,.. .... :l       ;, :                 ,
.¯..::. ~ .... [.              .. I ’~ i’."’:’";" I ’; .       ’ .. "    : .... ~ ....
The Curtailed Irish Table
, Perhaps the best way tO explain the model is, zn
~. ’ I "~.;.’,} ~ ..~ .~,, ¯ ~," ",z : .,’,.~,’ i , . ~ i :" : "’ ~, ~’, ’ ";i.’~’’:’’!
the first instance, to display an i0 table, namely that for
¯ .
. ..{...~ !..
~, ::’,’/ !, : ... ;., .
Ireland in 1956, in wh4ch_ ,, fo.~. arithmetical convenience,                                                     ’~h~..,
\
number 6f industrial groups has been reduced from the
’ I ,~ ...! ! ~; .’~. ..’ ’ i, [ ,:. : . : ..’. : .,:.’.’~ ,;, .,? i
original 36 to 6: groups numi"ered 2 and 3 have been intro.-.
¯ , ;..:.;~:: : . ¯ .. ~ .! , ., ..~.;/ ~ r i ~" :::" "’    "~"~ : "’" ."! " ’          : :~ "’*                 ’ " ""~ "’ "
duced for their impor’- ~~a,.~e in capital formation The data
’~ " ’ ~            °:" ’ ; : ’ ’.’ . ’ " I " ’ " " ’ "     : " ’ ’
in the primary.input section has also been recast very con--
siderably.    As a statistical presentat.i.on the fi.~u.res i.n..
~: ....... .. -~ .! .. ; ! ..* ~;: :’, : .. .., } ..."- .
¯ Table 1 are not to be taken too seriousl~. The ¯data are
"~ ’ "’i : ,. : : ¯ " ~. ~i ~.. " ! .: ~ :-. [ ,!~:. "
designed for the purpo~.e only of illustrating a method.
¯ .,..: : ,:" ~ ~ .’! ~.’:~ .,. !’!’ . -
.~..,..
..~’-;
Nor is it suggested that, even if the figures were correct,
" ’ ’ ..: .’ . ; .- ’ : :-~ " ¯ ’.’.,"" ii .;,~’, "
results useful for decisi’cn-making would emerge for so
".. -. : ",’. ,,’U : "~ :I } .... .. ,[;. ;. I ,: :
dimensionally small a tab’e as in 6 industrial groups.
.’.. ’ ’,,,.’1 i’;=~.:.:’:i    ! . ...~,= : ] "" .. : ,. .:~ = .:.,, T
The figures in Table 1 ar~., however, believed to be of the
.. , i ,,:’~ ; . ,. : "
right order cf magnitude.
The task facing the analyst
, ...0,~ . ! : ...~ : .
is to ~rcduce; on
(J
2
various hypothetical bases,involving policy-decisions during
the period from base to reference year, tables for the year
of reference (wh.ich, for purposes of illustration here, will
be taken as 1966, i.e’. iC (= T) years from the Irish I0 base
year 1956) on the lines of the basic I0 table.
The Irish IO table is compiled on the"sellers’
price" principle.     Thus, on the first row, all the figures
shown are valued at prices which farmers receive:     e.g.
agriculture ere sells ~64 million at farmers’ prices to the
!
food etc industries, ~66 million to households, total out-
put being ~181 million.     Column 1 of the table shows the
costs of agriculture; thus agriculture purchases ~3 million
from engineering at factory prices.     A result of this
sellers’ price treatment is that the cost of transport and
distribution of all classes of goods (the principal con-
stituent in line 6 of the table) is very large; for instance,
the ~i17 million in the household expenditure column
includes ~56 million for transport and trade services9
including the transport costs and trade margins for the
products of agriculture, industry etc, as well as imports
which in the table are valued c.i.f.
The row for imports includes the value of all
imports whether these are competitive with home industry or
not.     In such treatment the practice here differs from that
of the Irish IO table which conforms with the more common
practice adopted by other countries of assigning competitive
imports to the cells pertaining to home production.    While
the present author is rather doubtful of the competitiveness
of most imports into Ireland - is Manitoba wheat competitive
with Irish wheat in a normal year? - he is not concerned ~o
make a major point of this issue.     It is simply more
arithmetically convenient for illustrative purposes to use
"J i
,’!
¯ I
( 3
a single line for imports.    The vali;dity of :the model to
be described is not impaired by the treatment of imports¯
¯ : f ¯ ~ i ¯ ’
, .
". ....... " .... ~.-’ .’, i.,’ ,
¯
.. . .. .. ......
: ¯
¯
......:.~ ! :     .~ , .,
; ! .... .~ ~ There is a considerable depart.ure from the .Irish
.j;:    .,
.’ . ..
I0 .table in the primary input Section of Table I .... Thus
: i:. ’
: r
,row.l of this section represents the disposable (,i e. after
direct taxation) income of househ01ds (by way of employee
¯
. ....
¯ t
eompe.nsation, dividends and non-corporate profits after tax).
¯ Row.2 .contains all public authorities income including
income from property and entreprefieurship as well¯ as :taxes.
.,. Thus in. the industrial part o~the"r0w ar’e included direct
’ ’    ;    ~: " ": "’’ ’
...s !
taxes on employees, rates on bus~ness premises, import and
¯
..      . .
. .    ~"
l excise duties on materials an’d!: p:rod~c’ts etc      However the
:!~£2,5, million on the row in the ’:household column .is made up,
¯ "~..: ;.
~, - :    ~ ;
for. the greater part, of rates on dweili~ng-hous,es .and
........ .~
. .: !..;.: . .~.,.,...,’ ! :
,
.import i duties., on consumer goods ready. Per :use.,,. i.e...    ,,this.,
item is closely associated with importS valued.:c.i f, at
’: ’ ’~     ¯ ,:.F .
~B9 million and net rent inoluded"in the, ~&17, million for
’, j. . : {’: ; - , .,!. .
serg~ces¯ ’: ; "..:~. .... ~ ’~:..¯
,~ i",
m
~
t
, . ~ . ’    . . .
;    , F ; ’ ’,’ :.     i
ROW 4 in the primary input BOo,ion. directs
: .’ [" ,,
attention to a special¯ diffihulty:in lO:work .... In the
’ ’ " :’ i ;
,i,ndu.~try part of the row the figures relate necessa;rily
’. " "." ~.:..    ... ,. . ".. .
.to. companies for the sav~ng Of n’dn-corpo~ate enterprises
¯ ~,’" [
:    "’" [ , : .’
is, for the greater part, i’nd’fs~ingufsh:a’ble fr!om.saving
: .                                                                      ¯              ., .°. , ¯
.:~[ ~., ..    ;.~ ~. ...
¯
~:0f households and must~     inc’luded:th~..ein, .i~e, :in the
’ " ’"’ Tabi£22 million for households in e i’. "::If,, .as Seems
likely in the future, the;"; :¯ corp:0rat~ ~roporti, o nate shar~.
in the economy increases, then so wil.l::the co~efficients
;.pertaining to saving in the industrial sectors.
¯
, . "... <,,     : . ;
, t,Q .
"’ "’ ":~ .... i,.; ....
ROW 6 in this sedtiofi rep~es~n:ts pr.ofits on
:.....,      :    :    .;,
¯
. :                .          ,
extern.ally, owned enterprises to the totalof ~17 million.
.. , .. ~" , .~ , ,, .’..                                            .::’ ,
The obverse of this item, n’ameiy’ fact.or~ income from
abroad of ~41 million has been arbitrarily assigned
- 4                                         [;
altogether to households.
National Accounting Identities
The object of the adjustments (compared with the
original IO table) is to enable us to produce directly
from Table i all the major national accounting identities.
It is an invariable feature of I0 tables that the totals
of corresponding rows and columns in the interindustry
section should be identical; see, for example, that the
figure of £181 million for agriculture at the end of row 1
agrees .with the figure at the end of column I,.     In !
addition in Table i the row and column totals for primary
input and fJlal demand have been brought into close,z’.
agreement.     Thus household and government income (£4DI
million and £137 million respectively) coincide with,~he
column totals for expenditure and saving - with a negative
entry for government transfers to households (including
interest on the public debt) of £55 million.     Gross
capital formation of £87 million (stock changes have been
taken as nil) is financed by saving £38 million, net
investment from abroad £21 million (or a total of £59
million shown in the last column of Table I) and
depreciation £28 .million.     Finally the external account:
imports of.goods and non-factor services(£194 million)
together with factor imports (£17 million) equal non-
factor exports (£149 million), factor exports (£41
million) and net investment from abroad (£21 million)
or a total of £211 million~ shown at the foot of the
export column. ’
.~].    .~
Table 2 displays unitary coefficients derived
from the data in Table i.    This differs from the more
usual table of coef~_.c .~n~s in that it covers not only the
interindustry sector of the table but also the primary
input and final demand part:s .f~r reas0ns .~hich, ii~ is ",
J0,
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¯Table 2. Unitary Coefficients derived from Table i ~ith Formulae for Stock Changes
Output
Interindustry
i                                Final demand
iHouse- Govern- Fixed Stock changes I ExportsInput I 2 5 6    holds ment     capital
Non-factor input
i Agriculture,
forestry, fishing
2 Construction
3 Engineering
4 Food,drink,tobacco
5 Other industry
6 Services
Total home
Imports
Total non-factor input
Primary input
I Disposable house-
hold income
2 Government income
3 Transfer payments
4 Saving etc
5 Depreciation
6 Profits paid
abroad (imports)
.0110
0
.0166
.0773
,0442
¯0552
.2044
.0552
.2597
J
.6630
.0497
- .0055
0
.0331
0
.0290
.0580
0
.1739
.1014
.3623
.1159
.4783
.4638
.0290
0
.0145
.0145
4
0 .3575
0 0
¯ 0882 0
0 .1229
.1176 .0279
.0882 .0391
.2941 .5475
.3235 .1229
.6176 .6704
.2647 .1061
.0588i .22910 -¯0559
.0294 .0112
.0294 .0168
0 .0223
.0134
.C067
.0134
0
.1678
.0537
.2550
.3154
.5705
,2148
¯1409
0
.0201
.0268
0 .1521
.0084 .0092
.0169 .0184
0 .2419
.0295 .1152
.0295 .2596
,0844 .8065
.0464 .1359
.!308I .9424
1
¯ 5245~    -
.15slri o576
-.o25 ii
.o295j
.0464i
i
¯0380j:
.0159
¯1746
0
0
.03i7
.7302
.9524
.0159
¯9683
¯0317
0
¯5532
°0920
0
¯1149
0
¯ 7701
.2299
.0780Y_ - 14.11
.0219Y1 - 1.51
.0279Y- - 1.01
.0197Y3 - 3.52
.0256Y4- - 3.81
.0295Y6 - 7.00
0     0                  .0268
Total primary input , ¯7403 .5217 .3824 .3296 .4295 .86v2
iInput "= Output I    i I i i I ! ""i i 1 1
.5087
0
.0!34
.2550
.1745
.2148
.9664
.0336
iTable 3. Algebraic Notation of the Model
Output Interindustry Final demand
.n u.     I. i r         n ,oU ]~ pu ~House-! Govern- Fixed
holds i merit
Exports I Input
capital Stock changes
i i
! , ,
il
]
Industry-input . :I
1
i
all pi(Yz - Yio)/T xl Yl
2
a21 I 
a12
i a22
"’" ;i~ aln III
"’" ! a2n P2(Y2 - Y20 )/T x2 Y2
¯
h2hl
gl Vl,’
g2 v2
" : : : 1 .... : :
¯
n
anl an2 ... a pn(Y -     /Tn    Yno ) x          Yn           n
Imports b~
i b2
i an i
h
n gn vTn
"’" li b     I h
-
~
n m gm v’m
’ ’1 t
Primary input
i Disposable house-
hold income
9. Government income
3 Transfer payments
Saving etc
5 Depreciation
6 Profits paid
abroad (import s)
Cll
c21
c31
C4l
c51
c12
c22
C52
c42
C 52
c61 ic62
¯ ?- Cln
¯ ** C2n
¯ .. C3n
¯ .. C~n
°.. C5n
C6n !
m
h
g
(D)
(Sh)
(B)
(Sg).
d
(F)
(N)
v I    r i
t tiInput=Output !YI }~2 t’0° Y
i
H G V! Vyy X
.
n
. I
! ’. ¯ ¯ ... ,
hoped, will be evident from what follows: in a word this
Procedure is designed to enable us to bring all the major
national accounting entities into our model.     It will be
noted, by comparison with the entries in Table i, that
subsidies, saving, foreign investment and’ factor income
.’. ,. ¯
." .. .........
:
receivable have been ignored
. 
Thes’e elements will be
,seen to be the strategic variables in ,the model.
¯ %
" The notation to be u se:d for sett’ing down the
egu.ations a’nd identities of the model is displayed in
Table ~.    Workers in this field have not ’yet succeeded in
evolving a satis’:factory algebraic notation¯ fOr io work and
notation ally Table 5 will probably be found ~o be no
: . . :
. -
.. :e.xception’ to this sorry experience.¯    The :sig’nificance of
,.the:symbols may be clear from the,illu.strative Tables 1
¯
¯ , . i$ ~=’id ~
and 2.,- noting that small letters denote ur/itary coefficients
and: 9.~pital le~ters values (in £ milli’on:). " The" humber of
!     ,i " ~ ~ :
ind~s%rial groups~ is n (= 6 in the .example) and T is the
¯
¯ "t
time ~eriod. between~6ase yea.r and year .of ’re~erence.     The.
¯ . ,;                                                               .                ’ ¯ }
entries:!in the stock changes column:will be: ekplained
l.at,er.:" ,! Bra’ckets () around F, D.etc indi6ate 1:hat the
¯ .:
.... ¯
¯ : , .
. "~,
.cor~r~esp.6fidi’ng va’lues are not deemed inc:l~ded in the values
i’% : "" " ~ , ’"
-: .... . ~ ;. b " .’
H, G ere: at ’tl~e" f~ot of the colu.mn..:. ¯ :’ ’ : ....:
¯
: ...4 . "’ .~    " ’"~ "’~’0 ~" 7<
{
..
’
.- ’I" "               ’ ;’~" ; "
",
~
.$’,. "
. .
, .¯.,
...~:...-:. .~’ ~.
.F..!nal :Demand +’O’s’regorges
.:., . :., . ..: :..’..: .......
¯ ..,;~,:~ "~ ~ .’"
..
.t~,’;.
~ 
..~,. ’ It’ wi’~l: be useful to consider briefly the various
¯: ~
-
.~: .
categories of final demand: ...... ~:"’ ’
¯: : ~ .."    :
~’: Households.    The coefficients h’ "cannot be
...-~ " i: :’: ’ "’ ~" ’~ .~. . " "
accorded the k~nd of quasi-predetermination with which
. . are customari.ly
the interindustr’y~ . . coefficients al.J ~.,: . ’.
endowed.    As iS.well-known, these coefficiehts"wiil
¯
...
....
depend ,on the average level of household expenditure.
, 
in "
accord’anc’e wi:th Engelts Law.    They are functions of this
. . ". ~ -.                                                                                                            . ". . ¯
average level. .... i.~ ~he economy is generally advanc’ing at
- : . .                                                                                                 , ;.
~)f, ,.. ,.,.
’ i’ 6 "~’i.,..~
:: ’1 i
~ . I. ~ , .,’" ! ,’,’
¯ ! ’ i
a given rate,’say 4%, total.household expenditure is.likely
¯ ] . , .
to rise atabout the same rate.     If we assume, as we shall,
..~ .~ !
~ .
: ..
that the proportionate rise.in population is the same as
that of the iabodr forceit then the values of the h will
: ;t                                                 i
f:.
depend on the evolution o.f the labour force and, therefore,
’" ~i’. !
on labour productivity,i If the labour force increases at
the same rate as GNP then productivity remains constant at
its base year level and there is no logical reason for
changing the. hi for the. year of reference.    On the other
hand if total household.consumption is go increase at the
rate ofr~ and the labour force by s%:
..
then ho6sehold
expenditure on ’aver:age wil!.increase by (r -"s)%.approx-
imately.    It is this (r - s)N or labour productivity
which determxnes the value of the h... By Way of
’" "’~: i
f
illustration C; E. V., Les~r has kindiy supP’lied ~.he
’’      ,
following data(which, however, are to"be regarded only as
¯rough approximati0n~ at this stage) for tile coef.ficients in
f .::
1966 .on the assump~tien...ef a 3% a head a: yea:r.:growth in
total consdmption. The "actual" 1956 coe’Efi’c±ents are
’ ’.:     .;’, I
shown, for Comparison... The 3.% increase is~ consistent with
¯t, ¯
a riseof’ 4N in total .consumption and IN rise,’ i:n population.
¯
"’.’ ’i’." ¯ :~ ;.~ ~.~..¯
.’. -
’ . , ,
,’ .. ~. ,.,~ : ,: .)
Table 4.    Unitary Pattern§ oF"Household Consumption
::’ .7
fl :, .....
~,¯..
Home industry
I.
2.
4.
5.
6.
Imports
Total
Agriculture,
Construction
Engineering
1956
forestry,-’~shing ....i:i.’. . ,: i,’ 614
: ,. .. : g~A g~ ~
%Jk2 ~ ~@
Food, drink, tobacco
Oth~r industry
SePv.ices .-,..
.0196
.9~567
,1222
¯ 2861
.1442
¯: .±±~ , ,
1
1966
.1481
¯ Ol15
¯ 026 3
.2355
.ii13
.3315
.1358
1
The coeffic~bfits for 1956 in Tab’le 4’ di’ffer slightly (but
proporti6na~ely) from .those¯ shown in Ti’ble 9. since the latter
total’O’.9~24.’. ..... :The marked decline in %h~’proportions for
¯ .
,I/    ~     .~ . ~! . "..
.. "...,. ~     , ;, ..
... ..
I
i t ,.
agriculture and food in 1966 is the familiar En:ge:l’s phenomenon.
When one considers that in. the l0 years a rise in .consumption
of ~3% a head a year is equivalent to a rise of 34% the
¯ °
changes are not very marked.
The outcome of the application will depend on the
view taken with regard to the productivity increase (r - s)%.
It must be deemed advisable to prod.uce answers for all
reasonable levels of productivity.    As will be pointed out
in the concluding section of this pap!er, national,Planners
.,-j    . ,
using the present model Will have a wide choice before, them
:.’: !. .
but will have ample opportunities of modifying the ~,
coefficients and therefore the origina2 targets of the
plan selected as the time-period of the plan advances.
Government expenditure.     This is the .strategic
~. ; : ~
...
ar~a over which public authorities’have absolute :control,
in theory at any rate.     It is therefore an area in which
./    ¯ j ..."    .,
it wo~id be well to try: ’" : ’ ’’ ’many expe’riments with the model’
.I
? ~, ...~ ....    . ;
,::The~ government pattern as time eV61ves must,be                                                                                                   : conditioned
" " .... ",;:,i ! .
by actions in the private sector,’ for example,:if private
saving is insufficient for the plan :the, gove.rnment, may
have to create forced saving by:tax:ation;! .or,..if.private
"!t.
investment in certain sectors is insufficient for ,the
attainment of the prescribedtargers, goVe.rnment: maM have
:;i " ~to.st@p in.    With a large I0 table available presented on
the lines indicated here"the planning authorities could
¯
~    .~. ~:
experiment with many alterhative patterns with a view to
. , . 0 .
determining the optimal course’ o~ a.ctiQn. . ., ..
.: .:..!
.< ¯
Fixed capital" formation~ At :first sight it might
appear desirable to evolve formulae for gross fixed capital
formation (GFCF) industry by industry consistent with
rises from Y. to Y. between base and reference years in
IO 1
... gross output of industry i.     From international experience
¯ . ’: !’ i" " ..,:’ ¯ ..
during the post-war period it would in fact be easy to find
¯ ,
¯ ;      / : .
the relation between rate of increase in each broad
industrial sector and the rate of increase in GFCF, even in
constant price terms.     Such an exercise would be rather
different in concept from the more usual incremental net
;     ’’. t ¯
. capital-output ratio in which the entities studied are net
annual increase in added value and net fixed capital
~f:ormation (or. the" net increment in physical capital) .
T:he main tea.son for the difference in approach is that the
.IO.table deals essentially with gross entities though, of
, ...~:. :, : } ,r ’.. ,!.
course, added value, industry by industry, is derivable
from the primary input.table as well as net capital
formation as the difference between the GFCF column and
the depreciation row.     In recent years, however, an
inc:reasing number ’of economists tend to favour the GFCF
¯ . , . ,
¯ . .
¯ ’ -;.-.-.’ ¯ .’-t’ ~ .....’.i " / .:
distinct from the net and not oniy for theapproach as " "    ~ , ¯ . ,: ¯., i : :.:, .’ ,:,,.,
~; ...
reason of .the. notorious statistical unreliability of
d’ep:r~ciation st.atistics Such economists take the view
: ! ’;        , ;" i : 1.’! ", ’:. :: .::.,
.: ’, . J ...
..that .o:n the alleged mere replacement (i e depreciation),
,, ., .    ., ’..
. . ¯ ¯
: : ’>/ ’" ’ ~:: ~ !’    :.... - ¯ !. . .
.
as, ldisitinc,t from a net increase of a physical capital good,
" " i     : ’ i": ""     .<~,
¯, ¯
ther.e..is..likely to be an increment in productivity because
¯ "’ " ~:’: ~ " "’ ’ "i: ", : ,’. i " i "i ’< :" -
¯ ; .~:. : , . ..
r~pl,aceiments.      . :are. rarely identical with the goods they purport
¯    *"                    ’ :    .;Jf.i,V";: :
’" : "’~ " ~’:" ""
~ ~ "’’,:..~I
to replac.e..a~d are more than likely to incorporate
....... "" : :: ?’~’! ’;"’’) " ; : "’’" ) ~:’":’i~.~ iimprovements.     If one be allowed to assume an arithmetical
¯
’ "~.’ ’i’" : ; " ’’’~’l’~ ; ~ ’ ¯
annual
, 
increase in the economy there would be little
’;’.~ :’: ~ ." il ~ : ’,’ ..
. . :. ¯ ,. :
difficulty in ev?iving algebraic formulae based on inter-
¯ "i,. ~i !,.’. : ¯ .,    !    . .:. ; -
n.ational experience for GFCF, on the lines of the formulae
. : "/i: :’ : " . ..
- .f ., .: .. .
below for stock changes ¯
’,!~i’. i t’~c, .,~. ¯ .. ~.. : . ..
x,..-; .. ~ ¯ The writer is, however, rather sceptical about the
¯ !
¯  ~ .;’.:’.~., ~
~ - .
value of ¯such an exercise, though he remain’sopen to
!,-’,",.,                . : ! . .. ; ’.      ..
conviction; and should another view be taken,
¯     .~..!,. , . there Would
’ "
¯ ’~I ~ ; : : ¯
be no difficulty, ...: . . . about, changing the model in this, which is
,.    .~.. :
, f* .. ,..
a mere detail,    He bases his scepticism on the fo~llbwi~n:g’
statistics pertai, ning to the whole e?onomy of 20 countries
’ ’ ’ : t’     ’. ’ ;" :o:
" ’:"     ":’>~: i     ’ f
during the period 1953-59:-
."     ..
{ .          .
Country
Germany
(F.R.)     ..
China
".:.( Taiwan )
Greece
Austria
Italy
Netherlands
France
Porto Rico
Sweden
Canada
Ann.av,
increase
GNP
7,
6.5
6.5
6.3    ’
6.2
5.5
4.3
4.2 :
4.2,,..
3.6
3.4
Av. ratio I
GFCF to
GNP
O.219
O.135
¯O.108
O. 216
0.205
0.235
C.179
O. 192
O. 208
’ O. 246
Country
continued
Portugal
Cyprus
Ceylon
Norway
Denmark
Belgium
U.S.A.
U.K.
Chile
Ireland
Ann.av,,
increase¯
GNP
7o
3.4
3:1
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.5
2.4
2..i
1.7
-O.i
Av. ratio
GFCF to
GNP
0.155
0.245
0.117
0.505
0.166
0.160
0.170
0.146
O.104
0.147
Source: Based on data in UN Yea~rbook of National
Accounts 1960
Countries are arranged in descending order of rate of
increase in GNP.     It is true thatithere’ are certain regul-
¯
A " "
:..".;ja.rities :(h ’th:e table .and~ perhaps it is easy to account for
some. of the low ratios as :well as the exceptionally high..;
ones in regard to rates of’ increase.    For instance the
low ratios in Greece and China m/~y, have been due to increased
labour intensity and the high ratio in Norway to investment
in shi’pping Wh-iCli is highly capital-intensive. It will be
noted that the’U,K, and Iri~hiratios are practically
: . . . . ,: .
identical’.    ’Theoretically there can:ibe no qualifications
}.    l . .
(for "reason’s"0fdifferential population changres Or otherwise)
as to the vaJldity of the well-known formula
. . ..:
¯ . " ,, ;t
,                                         ;
¯ ’ "."     : ¯ .v .. , .,
V .... krY
Where Y is net national product, V net fixed capital
, ~ ,! ". :. . , .
formation, k !the increme.ntal, capital-output rate and r the
.
¯
.: ........
’ ’:’,,i ¯ :,: !. . ’ ,
the,.ca--t-l-ou’tputpx a ratio
,’.’, ,     ra:te of xncrease.: , At any level of
¯ ,, .
IC
..    ,, .    ’.
the value of V/Y shouid acc~6rdingly increase .with r... It
was really with a view eO examining whether such a
: :~’el.ationship Obtained in.. fac.t that the foregoing table was
prePared. "." , " . .:.
It wou!.d appea
~ 
that, at this stage, the most
Sensible course would be to adopt experimental, but
:
.. reasonable value or vaiues of the ratio q given by
’. Vt =: qZ
¯ .~ :where Z is the gross domestic product gfVen by
. !
! ,...~
’-’: i’                !..:.                     n
z = c.Y ;
¯ 5=i ~::.~.t ~ ~ ." .:
.j,.,..:f{.... ( ...~ :. :
: :;]:’: ~,~,
..~ .,
: ,. ; ] .     ,’,’, ..
with
: ., , -..~
,.." .
6’~ .~ ...
.; :.
¯ C . =    Z " C..". L: ~.:; . , ¯ - ... ~.~.,
]    i=l 2L’J
¯ - i ::,
:     : ’ "t : ’ ’" : ";, .: ! : ’ ; .-;, ; .t :. ~ : - ..
’ ’ ’     ’ :’ r . ..,          ~    .’ .’: ~ ",    . :     , .              .
Furthermore, the vaiue of’"V*~’:ari be distributed propor.tionately
’i:.’: ; ¯ ".: i ¯ .    ~. , : "~".’;~ "..~..: . .. .      ,
amon.gst the industries u~ing the formula :.::; ..: . .    :;
"’.’;! ’: :’’..; i ~.,’.~
.
. . : ¯ , ’:    " . .. ., :.    ...! .! ,.
"~’’".":", ¯ ’3.: i : ¯
;"’ ’"’ ": ","i:’: 1:,.)’-(.3) V’.    ~,.~(~ :" ...... ,~:.-: :,: ,,, .     ,.;l "3.
’ : i ; :’: :
¯,;’:"    t~ ’ ,. . .~. , ". ,                                   .. ....
:: :.;,.
"~J ’ t i ’~i ’ ¯ ,,-, ;.: .... .. :. , . , : ,.
FOr the app’]iha’t’ion:’to Ireland: which fbllow, s,. q..wil,1 be
¯ , ’ , ¯ ’’’: !~ i
taken as C 2 ou~,, a ratio the.re wil.1 a,llow: some, mar~in¯ ¯ - ¯ . ,..) :.’t
:--.:,. ! , ..~.) !’. -. ., ....
fOP manoeuvre For ex’ample:,’ if ’the: ’demand for eeoc, omit
:.,. ;..,;.,, ,{ . .. ! , .
investment Should increas~6i: Socfa’l"ifiveStment (e.g. in..
!l’’t.
dwellings) could be postp’Snedi: Vd.!k~ep’total P.ixed capital
investment within the planned aggregate in the year of
reference.
Stock changes ¯ ’ :Pot: a growing economy allowance
, : .      .;
¯ must be made for changes in stb’ck, industry by..in.dustry.
: ..~,. .......
It would appear re’asonable"/ ’as’.cer~tainly it is algebraically
ii
.convenie~nt, tO’ %ry :to e.xpness changes in terms of gross
¯    , : ~: . ’
value of .output of the industry, thg ’marginal figure of
¯ : ..      ’. i :
the I0 tagTe . For the six industrial groups the relevant
figures for’ i956 are as follows:-
’’ ()
Industrial group
i Agriculture;
2 Con’structiOfl
3"-Engifieering    ..
4.Food, drink,tobacco
¯ . .. ¯ ., .
5 Other industry"" : :
/.., ...
6 Services¯ ’:" :~
Total : ~ "’ "
Gross
output
1956
£m
181
i69
34
179
~49
237
849
Stock    Per-
end of cent-
1956 ’    age
£m
141.i,... ,.~S.. O
¯ 15 .i 21.9
iC.i 29.7
35.2 ’19.7
38 .I
7C O
¯ i ,3,09.6
,’." ? .;,:
25 ,6I II.
29.5
¯ :    -.;’,
36.5
¯ ’ ’~’/ ’ ...’ ..i.’~. ~ ! .
.. , .II ¯ .. t ,. ~:.:~.,
~f!’the gross output of industrial group i be Y. in the1
~-~ ........ f.,.
,.. :    ,. : ..
. :
, :
..... reference year and Yio in 1956~ the base year and~if the
:’ : . . :.:. : .. j,
stock ratio Pi be assumed to apply throughout then, in the
.... . ¯ . ..~ ... ... ! ~ :. ’ : :..:.
. , ¯
reference year the increase in stock may be taken as"’
11
(4) V = (Y - Y )Pi/T.i i     io
Admittedly this formula is not very satisfactory in that
it assumes an arithmetical rate of increase between base
and reference years, whereas one would prefer the geo-
metrical (or "compound interest") hypothesis.     The
arithmetical formula has the immense advantage that
thereby the equations in the I0 model displayed below
are maintained linear.
Applying the formula to the foregoing data,
following are the actual formulae for stock increases in
the reference year:-
12
.. , . ..    . ".
,’: industrial
Group¯
1
2
3
4
5
6
Fo.rmulae for, increases In stock in
reference year.
Increases in
stock
A~riculture
Construction
Engineering
Food,drink,tobacco
Other industry
Services
: -14.11 + 0.O780YI
: - 1.51 + C.0219Y2
: - I.CI + O.0297Y3
: - 3.52 + 0.,O197Y4
:.- 3.81 + O.0256Y5
: - 7.00 + C.0295Y6
.... - " .: J " .! ,
Expor’ts:.    The coefficients x. in thi ,S column of
": "    I         "     "’’"     ’
Table 3 ar.e the least stable in the model.. ¯ ¯ There is no
reason tO supposethat proportions obtaining in 1956 will
obtain in any future year of reference.     Clearly the
future .,pattern .depends on 6xfer’~al: ’de~iand ......Many ’": "i {
¯.a~l..ternative reasonable ;patt;er’ns: ma,y’bepostulated for
¯
- ¯ ’ ,: ": ~ a 1 .
¯ :ex,por.ts; however, arid th;e: model ~i~ll"sd~pl’y the Whole
consequen:ti-al ’econom:ic ~pat’~ern." The mo~de~l, applied to
the detailed IO tablejwill identify the exports which it is
in t.he country’s interest to promote.:
i
. .~ :~ ,~ .’. ,;
t
, .. , .
’.. ’ ,
’. ¯ ’i ::"
The Equations off the Model
. i,
..It;
/
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With number ,of industrial’ groups n and period
from base to..refier, ence yearT .the equations (by reference
to ~th9 no.tation, i-n .Table 3) are as follows:-
! !
(i) Interindustry: Z].a.13.Y:3 + hiH + giG + v. Vm
i.
+ Pi(Yi Y )/T + x.X = Y- 1o 1 i’
4""’ ~ ’        ;
¯ $ = i, 2, .... ,..n . : . ¯
¯ ’!" " ~ ." ’ ;’" i ’:,’- :: ~ ~’
/ii): ~ Gross domestic product: Z = Z.c.Y", ". ’~
.... . .... J 3 3
,:(iii) ’ :Or’o’ss fixed capital formation’~ V = q’Z
~,.i ,:     ¯ : "
-’change in stock’. V = ZiPi(Yi__ -
Yio)/T(iv)
¯ ~ -1>: ....
: ~, .c Y + F = H + D + ’Sh(v)..,      Household ,~ 3 .l:j j "
 (vi)
(vii)
Government:.: Z.c Y +. h H G + :B+:Sj 9    g g
..:.::
Transfer payments (redistribution):
j ’’’:.... ,
(viii) Saving - capital:
.-~ 7~.. ,
Zjc3jYj + D + B = O
Y,j(C4j + c5j)Y. +-Sh. + S + dG
~ .’ g.......
+ N = V + V , ~ .¯ ..... ,. ,,. ..
’ { z ; " ¯ .:
! !
(ix).    External: £9(bj + c6’j)Yj + h Hm ’+      gmG       +: Vm V: ¥;x:Xm
= X + F + N
-... .
..~:,,         ..
¯ . , .~ " ’..::. ¯:
These equations simply give algebraic expresslon to the
" Table 1’ ’
accounting identities of the type shown in .
AmongSt the (n #~"8): relations on~ is
re:du’ndan.t :is wildbe seen"by :idding both sides of (i)
:
. ;
. : r    : , I.
(n equations) (v), (vi), (vii), (viii) and (ix). On
using the unitary properties of the coefficients it will
found that the left side is identical with the right side.
There are accordingly (n + 7) independent relations in
gener’a! in: the system.    Relations (ii), (iii) and (iv)
are definitional in character.     In any single experiment
the coefficients, i.e. the small letters/ are going to be
14
~
Yn
regarded as given. The variaSle.s~..ar.e’..!ther~forle
.....Yi, Y2’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ;
! ’ t!
¯ . ,
.,H, Gi ’V: i’ ’V i X, Z, F,. D, Sh, Sg, :B, N’ numbering (n + 12).
¯ .T’h:ere a’re .a’ccor’dingl~y.5 ¯ degre~s 0fi f reed6m in ’the system;
5 variables have’.td be ass-~gned p-r.ddete:rmi,ned va.lues~ to. solve
the system; or all or some of them may be additional
relationships.
1
Two Applications to irish Data
Both will b’e ba’sed generally on the unitary
coefficients iq ’Table 2.    :The:}object :of.:~tHe caiculati:0ns
was to discover ’if the1:e were any .snags in tke working .of
the model in practice, and to see if it yielded reasonable
. .; .                         ¯ !,.~ : ~ :~ - ... .. !
answers.     Otherwise thes’e arithmetical exercises, using
:" ~ ’    ’    " ’ ’ ,- i..,"     ;.,.. ¯a desk multipl’ying machine, would ’be quite unnecessary ;
since, even.:"Wi-th’ a iarge-d:imensional,    .~. IO m’atr~ix,~ the ca1.~... ~ :
culations would be triNiall.y simple and spee.dy on a di:g£.tal
This pointwill be.developed later.computer.
J
:" ..                    :              : .: ; : .... .’ . ..... .~ . : :..
I~ven though there are 12 variables to be cal-
culated from 12 linear simultaneous equations the system
t
~.s. not as formidabl-e,. even for, hand.: calcu:la~cion~,."as m2ghlt
at first sight appear. ~ In.. fact, once the n equations (i)
!
have been solved for the Y. in terms of H, G, V and X and
l
the .res.ulti:ng expressions s.ubsti..tuted i.n the remaining
’ "" " ’ " " " " ’ "’     : . ¯ :... 2 .      .’     , ,: : .~ .... : - .~ . .~ . .~ .
equations,. ~h.ese. tuen out t.o be of ver-y .s,i.mple typle.    They
.
"
.~’ ¯    .’. : . ¯ ~’.’- ...                      ,.          ~
. t
’’’ ( .? ¯ ," " .:-:; . ..2 " " "’~- "
are solved for whatever .set of :variables one. cares, tO    .
regar:d as dependent or endogenous These value.s are .then
substituted iin the 1A.near ex:p.ressions for the :.,Y.i. Yi,~lding
the. val.ues.~.of. -.. . these..     . , variahles......~ ,      ;~’ ~ ? :." : :., ......
.’. ,~
. n.ow on the 5 predetermined variables orFr°mi; ,. ,. . . . .. .. ..
relations.will be termed the instruments For ¯both
lapp.lications we ~shall make the following assumptions.:-
,.| . ,
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(i) that the time period is IC (= T) years,
the base year being 1956 so that the year of
reference is 1966~
(ii) that the economy, deemed measured by gross
domestic product Z, is advancing by 4~ a year,
i.e. in 1966 Z is given as
q" t ~. .
:., ,:: ;.,
z z (1.64i1c := = 512 x 1.480245 = 757 9;
:<,
. .
;0 ". "" --- ...
:....’-....., .:.:, . .. ..
(’iii) from (i) above V .is then known as
¯ ’ ’ ,i .i ,: ".’~"}
u!
V = qZ = 0.2 x 757.9 = 151.6;
~     .. (iv)
¯ ........ ...%.
that..government current expe.nditure G will
advance at about the same rate as GDP in fact
"’"       ’i      !.’;
¯ ,:by 5C~:
. !..:. ..,
"i :: . ’ ...!’-’    .~’
G = 1.5CG = 1 5C x 63 = 94 5;
O ’
(v) that factor income from abroad F (~-41
.mil,lion in 1956) has advanced to
u
F = 5C;,
(vi) that government transfer payments (£72
million in 1956) in 1966 are
w
B = 80,
!’ :
i
and that the unitary pattern of government
expenditure i.e. the gi and gm of Tables 2 and
3 were the same in 1956 and 1966.
.J . ~ ,
In equations (5)(i) the coefficient matrix of the Y. is
1
P = [ (1 - .Pi/T)di~j) - ’ai!j.,]
,, 
:’ :
where d.. = 1 when j = i, zero ot.herwise.     On inverting
~.~ x.j                      ,
this matrix using the coefficient" data xn Table 2 we find
..., .
p-1 =
1 .1391 /005? .0026 .4,756 .0190 .0007
¯ 0011 1,0566 .0035 .0011 .0115 .0059
¯ 024! .0758 1.1386 .Cl17 .C214 .0218
.i027 .000-4 .0003 1.. 2092 .OCI? .OOOl
.0725 .2439 ¯1707 .0727 1.2488 .0445
.0775 .1547 ¯1110 .0834 .0756 1.0678
. : ..
The foregoing data were common to both applications.
¯ , o .~
. ;t,Application I. ?...
It was assumed that in ,,$966 the unitary pattern
,.’Of househo!,d expen’diture and exports wer:e those of.1956,
i.~. as given in Table 2.     In addition the country tries
to budget for an export surplus equal to" 5% of exports i.e.
¢ .
N = - C.05X.
."
¯ .’i
We now have all the data required to find the
values of the Y. and the macro-economic variables in 1966.
I
Solving for the Y. from (5)(i) by using the transpose of
1
the inverse matrix (p-1)~. in ~he usual way we find.f:or the
¯ , ...
’ " rV
Y°
1
Y1 =
Y2 =
Y3=
,..
H G
2908 .0199
6131 .1892
0365 .0302
Y4 =
3084 . CCI8
Y5 = 1899 .1158¯ . ° ,
¯ Y6 = 3518’ 8069
f
V X Cons t
0045          .4768 -17 . 83
5967 .0039 -1.70 .
.0341~     " -1.88
.3404 -5.71
’27C7
1499
0004
2966
0948
e.g. the formula for YI reads
.°
.; .:
.. -. ! "
’ Y1 = 29081I + .C199G + .0045V ~ .4768X - 17.83.
On substituting these val.--es .f.or the Y. in ,the’ re~I~_~ning"
,L
"i ’
t’:’.. :
i’ ’,.
equations of the model we find
~q. .
(ii)
(iv)
(v) .
(vi)
H X
.7G77 ,8479
-.C447 -.0604
-.5107 .6018
.22Z8 .1871
-.0290
-.C483
(vii.), -.0272
(viii) .01C2
D
-1
1
Sh
-I
$g
"I
1     1
t!
V
17
=. 614.7
= -25 ,6
= -156.2
= 152.5
= -78 . 5
= 110.7
Osten’sibly in 6"’variables this .system can readily be
reduc,ed to two.equations, in H and X only, nameiy (ii) and
¯ o    ¯ ,
the Sum’of (v) - (viii).    The values of all the macro
:’.. ’" ,
variables., in the. system are then found as follows with
¯ ,.                 :. I
the 1956 values inserted for comparison’-
7. " "’"
.. o ¯
,
{
,l
¶
t
.’r . ’    . , .
¯
:.,: "! ....
.::~.
¯
’ .t ’ ¯
~:~ . ~ ..,: { i’! ,...
,. . : .
,I . ’, - "’
:" " .i"
B~
i { ’"
. }:
"4*
s,
APPLICATION I
Macro-economic variables
Z Gross domestic product
V Gross fixed capital formation
,    11
V Change in stock
! .-
H’ Household expenditure
F Factor income from abroad
:sh Household saving
S: Company saving (including
c depreciation)
D ,Tran~sfer’s tO households
G: ’ G0yernm,ent expenditure ; ..
¯ " : (’inciudihg depreciation )
¯ B: , Governmeht transfers "
Sg~; Government:.:.      . saving¯     ..
X Exports
M Imports (in"ciuding profits
paid abroad)
N Import excess (net extern
investment in the State)
1956
£-m
512
87
434
41
22
..
40
55
63(2/
72
2
149
1966
£-m
757.9*
151.6"
15 .I
542.6
50. C~
98 .5
59 .O
55.7
94.5(3.C)
80.C~
19.8
272 .i.
211 307.5
21 -1 5.6
Individual industries
Y1 Agriculture, forestry,
fishing
Y2 Construction
Y3 Engineering
Y4 Food,drink,tobacco
Y~ Other industry
Y6 Services
181 272.3
69 114.8
34 " 52.8
179 254.5
149 225.7
237 339.9
*Predetermined instrumental values
Percentage
increase
%
48~
74~
25
22~
348
48
i
5C~-
¯ [
11~
II
s?o
.83
46
50
66
55
42
51
45
Readers who may trouble to cast up the external equation
((5)(ix) in the model) will notice a discrepancy of about
~i million.     This (which also appears in Application II)
was due to an unfortunate small error in copying the
matrix P prior to inversion.     Since these calculations are
only illustrative, and since the error does not affect
the inferences anyway~ it did not seem w~orth while to
correct the figures.     This experience points, however~
to the value of equation (5)(ix) (or whichever.equation
one selects as redundant) in the model for checking
purposes.
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It will be noted that two new variables have
been introduced, namely company saving Sc and imports M.
In fact the whole off the IO table for 1966 could be re-
’-. i;: i’~ ’ ’ "
produced from the foregoing data, using the coefficients
in Table 2 and we are assured that the table would be
l*
consistent in all its parts; for instance sales of
a’griculture to the food etc industry (£64 million in 1956)
would be £97.3 (= 0.3573 x 272.3) million in 1966.     A
large superstructure has accordingly been built on,a very
.i ~few instrumental .values.                               ..
.." .. : 1,
The strategy involved in Application I would be
!.~.
a very bad one.      There is no prospect that householders
could be induced to make such a prodigious increase in
saving as in,dicated, or, in other words, that they would
make such a sacrifice in consumption’. " note the rise of
only 25%.     The figure 0ff £22 million for saving shown
for 1956 is unrealistically low, however: on recent
expe~ience the figure should be equivalent to about 10%
of household expenditure; the figure of £98.5 million
equals 18%.     There are other anomalies, amongst the macros.
On the other hand, for what~ they are worth, the rises
shown in the individual industrial groups seem reasonable
enough - apart from one’s feeling that the rise in gro.ss.
agricultural output of 5C~ in i(3 years is beyond the
...
.    .. ~: . .." ;,
bounds Off optimism.
.i’~.’.’: ,".
It is highly significant that our broad judgment
of the validity of the strategy’implied in choice of
instruments was based on the macros.     It might be argued
that it is a point in favour of the present model that the
macros are an integral part of it; and the national
strategy must be based on the macros.
.. ¯ . . . .’.: ..... ,
Application II. , - . ,
J For the ¯second¯exercise it was decided.that
-.household saving Sh would be fixed at 12~ of household
expenditure, so that an instrumental relation would be
’Sh ;= C.12H
leaving the import balance N ’endogenous.
.Leser~pattern of household expenditure
¯ in addition the
for i966 was
adopted.    Also it seemed that export proportions should
be modified: the following figures assumed for 1966
shouldbe regarded as purely experimental:-
Industry i
2
. 5¯
4
5
6
: , ’ -mporLs
¯ . . . "-¯..
Export coefficient x.
i.
1956
3¯087
"’C
¯
. o! 34
¯ 255C
¯ 1745
¯ 2148
¯ 0536
1966
. 2 5
0
.O2
.25
¯ 2i
¯ 24
.03
1 1
. .’ .
¯ . . ~’
..
¯ ". .. ..... .- :
¯ These two .sets of coeffic:ients are believed to be more.
~realistic than those for i956 u:sed in Application I.
The ,solutionproceeds on almost identical lines as
before and it may not be necessary to reproduce the details
of the calculation.     Following are the results:-
’"
...: ¯ .. . ,.
¯ . ..:t~
¯.,..
., ,..
See .page 6.
dAPPLICATION II
Macro-economic variables
Z Gross domes ~ic
product
T
¥ Gross fixed capital
formation
.tl
V ’Change in stock
H Househo.l d expenditure
Factor income from
ab6oad
Sh. H.ou.s;ehold savingSC Co~Ipany saving
(including
.depreciation).
,    .’.
D Transfers to house-
" ’:i :    holds
G Government expend-
iture ’(i’nc!uding
depreciation )
} ft
B Government transfers
S Government"saving ’g
X Exports
M Imports (including
profits paid abroad)
N Import excess
1956 1966
£m £m
512 757.9~
87 151 6~
- 13.2
434 570.7
41 50.C*
22 68.5
72
:    2,
149
4C 6"0.2
55 5.6.0
63(2) 94.5 (3.0)
¯ 80. O* ;
: 21,3
245. 2
211 3C6 . 0
21 ¯ ii. 8
Individual industries
.YI Agriculture, f°restry’
’fishing
Y2 Construction.
Y3
Engineering
Y4 Food, drink,tobacco
Y5 Other indus’try
Y6 Services
181
69
34
179
149
257
Percentage
increase
48.~ .
¯ 74 ~
31
51
2
5C~
11.*
¯ 965
65
45
-44
¯ . :    [!" . :
¯ ;. . . ,, *. ,¯ !
237.C.
116.2
59.0
236.5
227.4
372.3
Predetermined instrumental values
31,:
68
721
32
5.3
57
, ..           ... ;
.         " ,
, , :1 ,
¯ ", Application II affords a much more reasonable
outcome than does Application I. Amongst the macros
,the only bizarre figure is that for Sg, government
saving., (also large in Application I).     This may be
regarded as a reflection of the too low instrumental value
of £80 million for transfers - will, . income, redistribution
be relatively higher in the future than in the recent
past? On the other, hand, government may have to take
over a larger share, off economj:¢ investment to a’ttain
22
ro.b.j.ectives in the future,    The rise of only 51% in house-
h01d consumption is a reminder that no economic advance
is conceivable without sacrifice.     The external deficit
Of £11.8 million is of modest dimensions.     As regards
industries
, 
the showing of agriculture is now much¯ more
rational -.it.may even be conceivable that a ten-year
increase of 31~ is within the b’ounc, s of possibility.
Of course there is no attempt here to discuss the
economic implications of the model.    The 6 x 6 I0 table
used for illustrative purposes does not show u.p what may
possibly be bottlenecks to development, in setting targets
for individual industries which they may feel is beyond
their capacity.
Some Remarks
The proposed decision model is of .great
~’implicity; at the same time the model is a comprehensive
one.~ The writer regards the function of these models
as strictly limited ’and that over,-elaboration is at all
costs to be avoided.     It is possible to be consistent
at any level of detail; on the one hand i.t.is quitea
useful exercise to speculate on the macro-economic entities
alone within the frame-work of the national accounts
(which are equivalent to a 1 x i IO table~ ) but this tells
US nothing about the industrial pattern and so the
exercise does"not constitute blue-print for a Plan. On
the other hand if the Plan %s prepared in too great
detail there ~s pro tanto a lesser degree of flexibilJty.
The proper course would appear to be to set out the
preferred blue-print in somewhat general terms and place ....
oneself in a position to modify its details as ,the p,eriod
Of the Plan advances, with as l’[ttle ~nL.t~.~-~.orence as pos.~ih!e
. , .
. ".
~’E.g. the writer’s s, tenc~l~]~ memorand.at ent:i.t, led "ASimple       ’’"
Macro-economic Grow*4h Model"’ .Pa~ts l-IIl . ;            .’
.     ¯ .."
with its rather general lines,
It will be convenient to discuss t~e model
under, two broad headings
¯
.. i ,,.,, :
make it a better instrument; and
(2)_ the use of the model for planning.:./ .j’
’ t.,5 ¯ ’
.. , t
: .., .
are noti of coursel distinct.The #No headings
, !     ", .; .      }         .         ¯.
the.se, concluding remarks will
’.    . ¯
.
¯ ’;~: I !,’i : . .. : .
(i) work to be done on the model itself to
Most of
however, be confined to (i).
The object is to produce an IO table for the
future year (or years) of reference.     Accordingly all the
coefficients should ideally be those pertaining to that
".:’2    :: ....
year which of course, are unknown. " 0urbest efforts
must be directed towards making them ~’eaiistic"in the
, . ...
:,.experimental series proposed As regdr’ds ~the.~ technical
. ~~oef’ficients, i.e. the a.. and b. of Table 2’," the writer
i- 1,, .         ±
recglls a conversation with Wassily ~Le0ntie’f’£ t:he ~" ’;
¯ ::t    ;         . :..    , , ¯
inventor of IO, in Harvard some years aid. ’" Leontlef rwas
.very.much exercised with this probleman~ hig approach to
i,’~odernization" (or perhaps one mightwrite "futurization
¯i ".                  ...
O.f these coefficients was an interesting one.    He and
,, his assistants were trying to set up a coefficient system
based on a sample of establishments in the: differen,t
!
industries which were founded within the previous five
,,)
years, on the assumption that these would yield the
average pattern for years ahead.     This is"nn approach
which it should be easy to try out in this country.    Also
¯ .., , . ¯ .
..i.t, might be useful to consult experts¯ in the different
industries about the interindustry"coef’ficient matrix of
the future. " ......
’ f
: , :, .
As regards the import’ and prim&ry input sections
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of the I0 table, many experiments may be made within the
present model. One imp’errant question is: what will
the effect be of the probably more than proportionate
increase in imports of materials for all or some industries
under the freer trading conditions in future. Unless
exports respond, balance of international payments
difficulties will arise.     In connection with the exam-
ination of this problem there will. be no trouble within
the model about expanding the single line for imports into
as many headings as one desires; or of examining the
desirability of promoting import substitution,, (by home.
Products) on the most efficient lines when this course is
considered expedient.
One cannot assume the permanence of the
relationship in each industry of the proportion borne ~:by
primary input to gross output, i.e. the aggregate
coefficients c..     From a rather cursory examination over
a fairly extended period of years in the ratio net output
to gross outpu.t of the different industries the .writer
has observed no very marked trend: the data will bear
further analysis.     The writer has far less objection than
most of his colleagues to the heinous practice of extra-
polation - when confined to coefficients, as distinct
’"
.., !: ~: ~ ! . ,., : ~
..
- .
. . ~.
from absolute figures. With the primary input section
the categories can be further elaborated within the
model.    One can easily examine the effect of changing
the government income coefficients, for example.
:      :                               . .:          ....
As regards the coefficients in the final demand
, , . ~                   ~
.
.’.        .~ ’~ ,
part of the IO table, the best method would be to try out
many alternatives.    The household consumption coefficients
h. are probably the most inflexible and therefore
predictable; the export coefficients x. are the most
o                                                                                                    ~ 5
.’’. ~. ..
flexible-her,e .especially there must be.many experiments
¯ . . .,
.,. .
to deQise the export lines which ~Tould.be most profitable
(in terms of GNP) to push.     Inevitub!y agriculture
(with"itS larger internal factor content) will receive a
high export rating. The possibility of devising th~
optima], e¯xl-JOrt..~diutribution subject to constraints,
¯ 0 r .....
wit h~gP’~:’(Z) as. the preference Ounction,. using linear
’ :." t
;r. I]! ..-,
programhiing, is now being examined in the Institute.
. .
",:, :
: "!
The solution of the model for any given set of
init’ia]’ ifistrumental values or relations - which, by the
,i ¯
way, ma’y be any .5 selected from the whole range of
.:’"
variables in the system - will depend on the pro-assigned
values of the coefficients.     Hence, if predictive accuracy
were required the whole approach wou~d be a hopeless one
indeed. This. ~.S far from being the case, however; how
m ~
far f~emains to ~be seen¯     All %he figure-work, and a great
m
4
F
deal will be required~ is but a means to;qards the end of
devising a workable Plan and it:may well (and happily:)
happen that the best Plan is a more or less invariant
to the kind of data (within the limits of reason, of
c.ourse:) that one foods into the .model.     The only way to
" identify the,best Plan and ~o s~udy this problem of
coefficien~ ~.easitivity is:’to :a:sk .th, e model a great
, .. ¯ f
val-’iety.of questions and to exami.na 1;h.e. results.
,; .,::’:
¯ Acc.ordingly recou:’:~’e mu.s~, be..had to a
digital computer of suitable capacity,     Fortunately;
since the model is .linear and since t.he solution of only
linear’ simultaneous equations is ..involv. ed, it will not
be necessary, to progra’mme each of the many proposed
1 ’experiments..separately. A I the machine companies
t, ¯
hav’e a sub-roui:ine for solving linear simultaneous
equations; cnce the data are prepared and set into the
machine the complete answer emerges in 2 or 3 minutes.
With all the answers before it, the Planning Authority
will be in a position to make i~cs recommendai:ion.
, Of course this recommendation Cannot be!made
on. the showing of the figures alone.     In fact, it is for
the economists and statisticians of the Plan to p~opound
the questions to the model and, the more important stage,
for the economists to examine and to pronounce upon the
solutions which emerge.
¯    ’"
, . : .¯ . .
¯
¯
¯ Another important set o~ que’stions centres
ar’ound the c.iass~fications used,¯ especially in "the inter-
industry’part of t~he IO table.’ Is it enou’gh that there
.-.: T -.
’ ’ .i "
should be a singl~e heading for ’"agriculture, fo:restry,
t .
fishing"?    Con’siderable ’difficulties wili be experienced
In extending the diine:nsi:ons o~f’ :the :table:: a comprOmise
wort’h examination mi’ght; be ’to extend the number "of: lines
of "the present table (retaining the: present: co].umn’ar
classification"o’f ~6 broad ;indus fi~ial groups).
. : : : ".. .,
’. : " : :’~ "                                               ~.~:
. : i.,:
Labour Aspects .... :: " ~
Most approa’ches ~disewhere of the presen~ type
coniain ::’ a production function with a labourconstituent
- , .
The writer prefers labour :!(and its classlfication in
desired detail) to be ~regarded as endogenous fn Irish
conditions, with a ;large labour surplus.     The set of
numerical experiments contemplated must therefore include
various assumptions about the"labour productivity rate
of increase within :the bounds of possibility.    Of course,
with productivity:given, the present model¯ dan be used to
forecast manpower, capita], etc ’provided statistics for
these are available in the base year.
,:.,
